Recreation and Cultural Interest Area Signs

RL-160 TRAMWAY
RL-170 ATV
RL-190 ARCHER
RL-210 HANG GLIDER
RW-010 BOAT TOURS
RW-020 CANOEING
RW-030 DIVING
RW-040 DIVING (SCUBA)
RW-050 FISHING
RW-060 MARINA
RW-070 MOTORBOATING
RW-080 RAMP (LAUNCH)
RW-090 ROWBOATING
RW-100 SAILBOATING
RW-110 SKIING (WATER)
RW-120 SURFING
RW-130 SWIMMING
RW-140 WADING
RW-160 FISHING PIER
RW-170 HAND LAUNCH
RW-190 KAYAK
RW-210 WIND SURF
RS-010 SKATING (ICE)
RS-020 SKI JUMPING
RS-030 SKIING (BOBBING)
RS-040 SKI (CROSS COUNTRY)
RS-050 SKI (DOWNHILL)
RS-060 SLEDDING
RS-070 SNOWMOBILING
RS-080 SNOWSHOEING
RS-090 WINTER REC AREA
RS-100 SKI LIFT

SIGN SHALL NOT BE USED ALONG STATE OWNED, OPERATED AND MAINTAINED ROADWAYS.